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Abstract
We analyze D = 4 compactifications of Type IIB theory with generic, geometric and
non-geometric, dual fluxes turned on. In particular, we study N = 1 toroidal orbifold
compactifications that admit an embedding of the untwisted sector into gauged N = 4, 8
supergravities. Truncations, spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry and the inclusion
of sources are discussed. The algebraic identities satisfied by the supergravity gaugings
are used to implement the full set of consistency constraints on the background fluxes.
This allows to perform a generic study of N = 1 vacua and identify large regions of the
parameter space that do not admit complete moduli stabilization. Illustrative examples
of AdS and Minkowski vacua are presented.
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1 Introduction
Compactifications of superstring theory to four dimensions must be addressed if a link
between string theory and the physics of the observable world is to be established. From
a phenomenological approach, the compactification process must fulfill some very basic
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requirements. For instance, part of the original supercharges must be projected out in
order to obtain aD = 4 phenomenologically acceptableN = 1 supersymmetric (orN = 0)
theory and a chiral fermionic spectrum must be allowed. These requirements are linked
to the structure of the internal manifold and to the presence of sources like D-branes or
orientifold planes. Clearly, other kinds of compactifications with more supersymmetry
charges are also worth being studied in order to explore other aspects of the theory like,
for example, the AdS/CFT correspondence.
In a generic compactification, field strength background fluxes for the different form
fields can be turned on. An appealing feature of these so called flux compactifications [1, 2]
is that scalar fields, which would be moduli in the absence of fluxes, acquire a potential [3]
and thus, vacuum degeneracy can be lifted. Unfortunately, a string theory formulation of
compactifications with fluxes is not yet available and we must tackle them by using the low
energy effective supergravity theory. More precisely, superstring flux compactifications
would be described by gauged supergravities [4]-[9], namely, deformations of ordinary
abelian supergravity theories where the deformation parameters (gaugings) correspond
to the quantized fluxes [10]-[14]. Consistency constraints on gaugings are needed for the
supergravity theory to be well defined [2].
The connection between a string compactification and the gauged supergravity effec-
tive theory is not fully evident and calls for some interpretation. In fact, a first sight
inspection seems to indicate that there are many more gaugings available than back-
ground fluxes. For instance, an orientifold compactification with fluxes of the Type IIB
supergravity action (the low energy effective theory of Type IIB superstrings), leads to a
D = 4, N = 4 supergravity theory involving only a small subset of all possible gaugings
(identified with Type IIB 3-form fluxes). An explanation of this missmatch relies in the
fact that, starting with the effective D = 10 theory, one is missing some key stringy
ingredients like, for instance, T-duality invariance. Actually, if different dualities (like
T-duality, IIB S-duality, M-theory or heterotic/Type I S-duality), expected from the un-
derlying string theory, are enforced in the low energy four dimensional action, new “dual
fluxes” must be invoked, and a one to one correspondence between gaugings and fluxes
can be established [15, 16]. A way to accomplish this correspondence is to compare the
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(orbifold projected) gauged supergravity algebra with the duality completion of the alge-
bra satisfied by compactified D = 10 vector bosons (see [13, 14]). Interestingly enough,
the Jacobi identities (JI) of the resulting algebra encode the constraints that dual fluxes
must obey, including and generalizing the already known Bianchi identities and tadpole
cancelation equations. In this interpretation, the four dimensional supergravity theory
integrates information about the stringy aspects of the starting configuration and it is
not just the reduction of a ten dimensional effective supergravity action.
It must be recalled, however, that even if this correspondence is established, the inter-
pretation in terms of D = 10 fields is subtle. In particular, non geometric fluxes must be
incorporated, meaning that globally matching solutions requires, besides diffeomorphisms
and gauge invariance, T or S-duality (or generically U-duality) transformations as part of
the transition functions. The concept of Generalized Geometry has been proposed as an
appealing framework to describe flux compactifications [17].
Here we study N = 1 supergravity models resulting from orbifold compactification
with fluxes. Our starting point is the framework of [13] where Type IIB orientifold com-
pactifications plus a Z2×Z2 orbifold projection ensuring tori factorization are considered.
The goal of the paper is twofold. On the one hand we analyze the conditions under
which the untwisted sectors of such string theories correspond to truncations of gauged
supergravities. These consistency conditions are then used to implement the full set of
constraints on fluxes. Some of these constraints have not received much attention previ-
ously. We finally solve all the consistency equations for fluxes and analyze their impact
in the analysis of moduli fixing.
In the absence of sources, the untwisted sector of such compactification is just the
orbifold projection of an underlying N = 4 gauged supergravity theory. This sector was
first found in [16], were it was shown that 27 dual fluxes are needed to ensure duality
invariance. In [13], a subset of 26 fluxes was shown to describe globally non-geometric
compactifications of F-theory (which admit a geometric local description in terms of
D = 10 supergravity) and a consistent procedure for incorporating F-theory seven branes
into the gauge algebra was discussed. Moreover, the algebra of gauge generators and JI
leading to constraints on fluxes were derived, and shown to coincide with that of N = 4
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gauged supergravity, when there are no sources.
In Section 2, we start introducing some essential features of Type IIB/O3 orientifolds,
their moduli space and effective action in the presence of the complete set of fluxes allowed
by the orbifold.
We begin Section 3 with a review of basic notions on gauged N = 4 supergravity,
relevant for our discussion. We then analyze the “shift matrices” and the scalar potential
of gauged N = 4 supergravity. We discuss the projection to N = 1 and a scheme
for spontaneous supersymmetry breaking solutions. We also consider the possibility of
embedding the model into an underlying N = 8 gauged supergravity theory, and derive
new constraints on dual fluxes. The analysis is completed with a discussion about the
incorporation of sources. The full analysis allows us to understand the embedding of the
string effective action in gauged supergravity and the link between fields, parameters,
constraints, etc.
Section 4 is devoted to a generic analysis of moduli fixing in Type IIB orbifolds (pos-
sibly including three and seven branes). The complete set of physical and algebraic con-
straints on moduli and fluxes is reviewed and an exclusion principle allowing to identify
models that do not admit full moduli stabilization is formulated. We use this result to
determine large regions of the parameter space that are excluded, and focus on models
with potentiality to fully stabilize all moduli. Illustrative examples of SUSY vacua are
presented.
Finally, Section 5 presents some conclusions and an outlook. We collect in the Ap-
pendices some useful equations and tables containing fluxes and their transformation
properties.
2 Type IIB/O3 N = 1 compactifications with generic
fluxes
We consider Type IIB/O3 orientifold compactifications on T 6/[ΩP (−1)FLσ × Γ], where
ΩP is the worldsheet parity operator, (−1)FL is the space-time fermionic number for left-
movers and σ is an involution operator acting on internal coordinates as σ(xi) = −xi. Γ
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is an orbifold projection to be specified below. We introduce a basis of 3-forms for this
space
α0 = dx
1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 , α j+3i =
1
2
ǫilmdx
l ∧ dxm ∧ dxj+3 ,
β0 = dx4 ∧ dx5 ∧ dx6 , βij+3 = −
1
2
ǫjlmdx
l+3 ∧ dxm+3 ∧ dxi , (2.1)
with elements normalized according to
∫
dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dx6 = 1. In addition, we take the
basis of closed 2-forms and their ∗6-dual 4-forms as
ωij = −dxi ∧ dxj+3 , ω˜ij = 1
4
ǫilmǫjpq dx
l ∧ dxp+3 ∧ dxm ∧ dxq+3 . (2.2)
We define a complex structure whose deformations are controlled by complex structure
moduli Umn
Ω = dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3 , dzm = dxm + iUmpdxp+3 , (2.3)
and a complexified Ka¨hler 4-form with Ka¨hler moduli T ij
Jc ≡ C4 + i
2
e−φJ ∧ J = iT ijω˜ij . (2.4)
Finally, the RR axion and the string coupling combine into the axion-dilaton modulus as
S = e−φ + iC0 . (2.5)
The 1 + 9 + 9 complex moduli span a Ka¨hler manifold with Ka¨hler potential [18]
K = − log(S + S¯)− log
[
−i
∫
Ω ∧ Ω¯
]
− 2 log
[
1
6
∫
J ∧ J ∧ J
]
= − log[(S + S¯) det(U + U¯) det(T + T¯ )] . (2.6)
For trivial Γ, this orientifold leads to N = 4 effective theories in D = 4 (see [19]). The
large amount of SUSY can be broken in particular toN = 1 by orbifolding the theory with
a discrete symmetry group Γ ⊂ SU(3). In this case the structure group of the tangent
bundle is still the trivial one, but it is enhanced to SU(3) at the orbifold fixed points.
Then, two different sectors of states can be distinguished. The untwisted sector is given
by direct truncation of the parent N = 4 theory and its SL(2,Z) × SO(6, 6;Z) gauge
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group, while the twisted states localized at the orbifold singularities transform under a
larger symmetry group. In this work we restrict to the untwisted sector. We consider
Γ = Z2 × Z2, which orbifolds the internal space as
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6
Z2 − − + − − +
Z2 + − − + − −
leaving only the diagonal Ka¨hler and complex moduli Ti = T
ii and Ui = U
i
i, which leads
to
K = − log(S + S¯)−
3∑
i=1
log(Ui + U¯i)−
3∑
i=1
log(Ti + T¯i) . (2.7)
After orbifoldization, the global symmetry group associated to the moduli space of the
internal manifold is SL(2,Z)7, where each SL(2,Z) generates modular transformations
for each of the seven moduli S, Ui and Ti. These fields can be grouped in the vector
representation T ≡ 7 = (S;T1, T2, T3;U1, U2, U3) and the flux parameters transform in
the spinorial representation G ≡ 128 [16], each flux being characterized by a given set of
Weyl spinors (±,±,±,±,±,±,±) (see [13] for details on the spinor formalism).
In the absence of fluxes, any moduli configuration corresponds to a possible vacuum
in which all fields are massless. The orientifold involution allows to turn on RR F3 and
NSNS H3 background fluxes, which lift the moduli space generating a superpotential [3]
W =
∫
(F3 − iSH3) ∧ Ω . (2.8)
Clearly, this superpotential cannot fully stabilize all moduli (in particular, it is inde-
pendent of Ti). However, string dualities can be invoked to construct an effective four
dimensional theory in which W depends on all the moduli, being the low energy limit
of a ten dimensional string set up, rather than ten dimensional supergravity. To achieve
this commitment, one can promote T-duality and S-duality to symmetries of the four
dimensional theory. For example, in order to restore mirror symmetry between IIA/IIB
orientifold compactifications, new set of fluxes were introduced in [15]-[16]. T-duality was
used to connect the H3 fluxes with non-geometric fluxes through the chain
Hmnp
Tm←→− ωmnp Tn←→−Qmnp
Tp←→Rmnp . (2.9)
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Some of these new objects were given a clear interpretation: the geometric ω fluxes
correspond to structure constants of compactifications on twisted tori [20] and theQ-fluxes
correspond to locally geometric but globally non-geometric constructions [21]. The R
fluxes instead, correspond to highly non-geometric compactifications, not even admitting
a local description [15]. Only the H and Q fluxes survive the orientifold projection and
many of their components vanish after modding by the Γ symmetry. Under S-duality, the
axion-dilaton transforms as
S → kS − iℓ
imS + n
, kn− lm = 1 , (2.10)
and the 3-form fluxes rotate as doubletsF3
H3
→
 k ℓ
m n
F3
H3
 . (2.11)
In [16] the Q-fluxes were included in the superpotential, and in order to achieve S-
invariance, a new set of fluxes P ijk was considered. They both conform an SL(2,Z)-doubletQ
P
→
 k ℓ
m n
Q
P
 . (2.12)
Since the SL(2,Z) symmetry relating these fluxes is a symmetry of the Type IIB su-
pergravity equations of motion, the P -flux parameters are expected to correspond to
compactifications admitting a ten dimensional local supergravity description. The full
superpotential is
W =
∫
[(F3 − iSH3) + (Q− iSP )Jc] ∧ Ω , (QJc)p1p2p3 =
1
2
Qab[p1(Jc)p2p3]ab . (2.13)
Finally, by further demanding the four dimensional effective theory to be invariant un-
der SL(2,Z)7, new “primed” fluxes must be incorporated [16]. Then, the full invariant
(modulo Ka¨hler transformations) superpotential reads
W =
∫
(f+ − iSf−) · eJc ∧ Ω , (2.14)
where f± denote the formal sums
f+ = Fabc +Q
ab
c +Q
′a
bc + F˜
′abc , f− = Habc + P
ab
c + P
′a
bc + H˜
′abc . (2.15)
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Tilded and untilded 3-forms are related as F˜ ijk ≡ 1
3!
ǫijkopqFopq.
Besides (2.13), we have defined the 3-forms
(Q′ · J 2c )p1p2p3 =
1
32
Q′a[p1p2(Jc)p3]ai1i2(Jc)i3i4p5p6ǫi1i2i3i4i5i6 , (2.16)
(F˜ ′ · J 3c )p1p2p3 =
5
128
F˜ ′abc(Jc)[p1p2p3a(Jc)bc]i1i2(Jc)i3i4i5i6ǫi1i2i3i4i5i6 . (2.17)
An expanded version of the superpotential in terms of flux parameters can be found
in Appendix A (we do not include contributions from twisted sectors, which are also
expected).
Although the effective potential that we have just motivated looks rather generic,
its parameters are strongly constrained by consistency requirements. From a higher di-
mensional point of view these constraints originate, for instance, in Bianchi identities and
anomaly cancelation conditions. An efficient way of finding such constraints was proposed
in [13] by constructing a full invariant algebra through systematic application of SL(2,Z)7
dualities on the well known algebra of gauge generators associated to non-geometric Type
IIB fluxes. We summarize the results of [13] in Appendix A, and extend them by including
also “primed” fluxes.
For particular sets of fluxes, the untwisted scenario that we have just described cor-
responds to a truncation of gauged N = 4 supergravity [13]. In the following section we
show that this holds in general, and stress the connection between orbifold compactifica-
tions of string theory and gauged supergravity truncations.
3 Gauged N = 4, 8 supergravity embeddings
The full SL(2,Z)7 duality group of the untwisted sector of the N = 1 theory discussed
in the previous section is just the orbifold projection of the SL(2,Z)× SO(6, 6;Z) global
symmetry group of gauged N = 4 supergravity. Therefore we expect the untwisted
sector of the D = 4 effective action to correspond to a truncation of a gauged N = 4
supergravity, and the full set of fluxes to correspond to all possible gaugings in [15].
Actually, this connection was analyzed for a subset of gaugings of Type IIB in [13] and
of Type IIA in [14]. Here we further elaborate and generalize this connection to the full
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set of gaugings allowed by the orbifold.
We begin by reviewing gauged N = 4 supergravity [8], focusing the attention on the
scalar sector, consistency constraints and supersymmetry variations of the fermions. We
analyze orbifold truncations of these theories, and their link to orbifold compactifications
in string theory (with and without sources). Spontaneous supersymmetry breaking is also
discussed.
3.1 Gauged N = 4 supergravity truncations
Let us start by collecting some known facts about N = 4 gauged supergravity that are
needed for our discussion (see [8] for details). These theories have 1 + 9+ 9+ ... complex
scalars S + Umq˜ + T
lm˜ + ...1 that span the coset
SL(2)|B
U(1)
× SO(6, 6 + n)
SO(6)× SO(6 + n) . (3.1)
The first factor in the coset can be parameterized by the metric Mαβ = Re[VαVβ∗]
with
Vα = 1√
sx
 1
−iS
 , Mαβ = 1
sx
 1 sy
sy |S|2
 , (3.2)
where S = sx + isy. The second factor is characterized by the vielbeins Va and Vm with
m = 1, . . . , 6 and a = 7, . . . , 12 + n and the coset can be parameterized by the metric
MMN = (VVT )MN , (3.3)
where capital indices take values M,N, ... = 1, . . . , 12 + n such that the first six indices
run over the rank of the SO(6) factor whereas the other values run over the rank of the
SO(6 + n) factor (in this paper we will mainly restrict to n = 0).
Supersymmetry and anomaly cancelation require a potential for the scalars living in
1This notation highlights the connection with the string compactification described in the previous
section and the dots are associated to the presence of extra vector multiplets when n 6= 0.
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the vector multiplets, namely
VN=4 =
1
16
[
fαMNPfβQRSM
αβ
(
1
3
MMQMNRMPS +
(
2
3
ηMQ −MMQ
)
ηNRηPS
)
−4
9
fαMNPfβQRSǫ
αβMMNPQRS + 3ξMα ξ
N
β M
αβMMN
]
, (3.4)
together with a topological term for the vector fields [8]. Here MMNPQRS is a completely
antisymmetric tensor which can be expressed in terms of the vielbeins as
MMNPQRS = ǫmnpqrsV Mm V Nn V Pp V Qq V Rr V Ss , (3.5)
and the indices are lowered and raised with the off diagonal SO(6, 6) metric2
ηMN = ηMN =
 0 I6×6
I6×6 0
 , ηMN = VPM ηPQ VQN . (3.6)
The embedding tensors fαMNP and ξαM with α = ±1/2 and M = 1 . . . 12+ n, encode
all possible gaugings of N = 4 supergravity, with n extra vector multiplets of SL(2,Z)×
SO(6, 6 + n;Z). For n = 0 they live in (2, 220) and (2, 12) representations, respectively.
In what follows, we will not include the ξαM fluxes, which are projected out by the orbifold.
Consistency requires the gaugings to satisfy several constraints that can be obtained
from the algebra of gauge generators, namely [8]
[ZαA, ZβB] = f
P
αAB ZβP = f
P
βAB ZαP , (3.7)
where the last equality is enforced to ensure the antisymmetry of the commutator. The
quadratic constraints imposed for algebraic consistency are
fPα[ABfβCD]P = 0 , ǫ
αβfPαABfβCDP = 0 . (3.8)
We will refer to the last set of equations as “antisymmetry conditions”. We will see later
that their imposition plays a crucial role in moduli fixing, a fact that was also noted in
[22].
2Since our metric is rotated with respect to ηMN = diag(1, . . . , 1,−1, . . . ,−1) used in [8], we take the
rotated inverse vielbien V PM → B NM V PN , where B is given by B MN = 1√2
 I6×6 I6×6
I6×6 −I6×6
 .
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In order to study truncations or spontaneous supersymmetry breakings, it appears
enlightening to look at the quadratic terms involving fermions in the supergravity La-
grangian and the fermionic transformations under supersymmetry. With this in mind, it
proves useful to work with the SU(4) covering group rather than with SO(6). Thus, in
particular, an SO(6) vector basis em, m = 1, . . . 6, can be expressed in terms of a set of
antisymmetric matrices (γm)ij , i, j = 1, . . . , 4 (details are given in Appendix B). Closely
following [8] we write
V−1L = . . . 1
3
Aij1 ψµiΓ
µνψνj − 1
3
iAij2 ψµiΓ
µχj + iA2ai
jψµiΓ
µλaj + h.c . . . (3.9)
with ψiµ, χj and λ
a
j the gravitini, dilatini and gaugini, respectively. The corresponding
shift matrices A1, A2 and A2a are given in terms of the gaugings and the vielbeins V Mm 7→
(V)Mij = V Mm (γm)ij by
Aij1 = ǫ
αβV¯α(V)Mik(V)Nkl(V)P ljfβMNP , (3.10)
Aij2 = ǫ
αβVα(V)Mik(V)Nkl(V)P ljfβMNP , (3.11)
A2ai
j = −ǫαβVα(V) Ma (V)Nik(V¯)PkjfβMNP . (3.12)
They verify (upon use of the consistency constraints)
− 1
4
δijV =
1
3
Aik1 A¯1jk −
1
9
Aik2 A¯2jk −
1
2
A2aj
kA¯2ai
k . (3.13)
The (order g) supersymmetry transformations of the fermions read
δψiµ = 2Dµǫ
i − 2
3
Aij1 Γµǫj . . . , (3.14)
δχi = −4
3
iAij2 ǫj . . . , (3.15)
δλia = −2iA i2aj ǫj . . . . (3.16)
Now we can proceed to the orbifold projection on the scalar and fermionic sectors.
The full ξαM is projected out, and the only surviving gaugings are
fαABC , A mod 3 6= B mod 3 6= C mod 3 . (3.17)
Additionally, non-diagonal moduli are projected out, and only S, Ti and Ui parameterize
the moduli space. The metric matrix organizes into blocks associated to each factorized
torus, and reads
11
Mi =
1
tixuix

|Ti|2 −|Ti|2uiy tiyuiy tiy
−|Ti|2uiy |Ti|2|Ui|2 −tiy|Ui|2 −tiyuiy
tiyuiy −tiy|Ui|2 |Ui|2 uiy
tiy −tiyuiy uiy 1

(3.18)
where we have written the non vanishing entries in positions M i+3k,i+3mi with k,m =
0, 1, 2, 3. Also, Ti = tix + itiy and Ui = uix + iuiy.
3 Each factor of the Z2 × Z2 orbifold
action on the SU(4) vectors êi (equivalent to SO(6) spinors) acts according to
Z2 : (ê
1, ê2, ê3, ê4)→ (−ê1,−ê2, ê3, ê4) , (3.20)
Z2 : (ê
1, ê2, ê3, ê4)→ (ê1,−ê2,−ê3, ê4) , (3.21)
so that only the gravitino along the ê4 direction remains in the spectrum.
Comparison of the truncated algebra (3.7) with the duality completion of the flux
algebra leads to the identifications [13]
2f+abp = −F ′abp , 2f p+ab = Q′pab , 2f bp+a = −Qbpa , 2fabp+ = F˜ abp ,
2f−abp = −H ′abp , 2f p−ab = P ′pab , 2f bp−a = −P bpa , 2fabp− = H˜abp . (3.22)
The factors 2 and signs are needed to match the normalizations of (3.4) and the scalar
potential derived from the superpotential (A.4).
Let us stress that comparison of the orbifold projected scalar potential (3.4) with the
scalar potential derived from the N = 1 superpotential (A.4) indeed shows [13] that both
potentials coincide when fluxes and gaugings are identified as in (3.22) and truncated
3It is easy to see that, after a reorganization of indices, the metric can be expressed as MMN =
diag(MT1 ⊗MU1 ,MT2 ⊗MU2 ,MT3 ⊗MU3), where
MUi =
1
Uix
 1 −Uiy
−Uiy |Ui|2
 , (3.19)
(and similarly for MTi) parameterizes each
SL(2)
U(1) factor.
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identities (3.8) are enforced (we will proceed in a similar way below to obtain N = 8
constraints from comparison of a truncated N = 8 scalar potential with the N = 4
potential (3.4)). The expressions that we derive below greatly simplify this comparison.
The relevant shift matrices acquire a suggestive form in terms of the full superpotential
(see A.4) when written in the SU(4) basis, namely
A441 = −32ie
K
2 W , A442 =
3
2
ie
K
2 W (−S¯) ,
A¯2a4
1(γ¯a)14 = i
2
e
K
2 W (−U¯1) , A¯2a41(γ¯a)23 = − i2e
K
2 W (−T¯1) ,
A¯2a4
2(γ¯a)24 = i
2
e
K
2 W (−U¯2) , A¯2a42(γ¯a)31 = − i2e
K
2 W (−T¯2) ,
A¯2a4
3(γ¯a)34 = i
2
e
K
2 W (−U¯3) , A¯2a43(γ¯a)12 = − i2e
K
2 W (−T¯3) ,
(3.23)
where W (−φ¯i) indicates that φi must be replaced by −φ¯i in the argument of W and all
other arguments remain unchanged. In fact, the superpotential has a linear dependence
on all the moduli, which guarantees that
(φi + φ¯i)DφiW (φi) = −W (−φ¯i), (3.24)
where DφiW (φi) is the Ka¨hler covariant derivative and φi stands for S, Ti or Ui. The
projected shift matrices can then be written in terms of the superpotential and its Ka¨hler
derivatives, as expected. Thus, a supersymmetric vacuum solution ensures the vanishing
of the covariant derivatives or, equivalently, the vanishing of the dilatini (A2) and gaugini
(A2a) shift matrices. Such SUSY solution would be Minkowski if A1 = 0 or Anti de Sitter
otherwise.
3.2 Spontaneous supersymmetry breaking
The previous analysis gives us some hints for the study of spontaneous breaking of N = 4
to N = 1 supersymmetry (see [8, 14]). We must look for a fermionic direction ǫi such that
δψiµ = 0, δχ
i = 0 and δλia = 0 in (3.16)
4. Following [8], we define ǫi = êiξ proportional
to the SU(4) vector êi, and then any supersymmetic vacuum configuration must obey
Aij1 êj =
√
−3
4
V êi ; êjA
ji
2 = 0 ; A
i
2aj ê
j = 0 . (3.25)
4 Let us stress that here we do not impose the orbifold projection so that all the 1 + 9 + 9 complex
moduli and all gaugings fαABC , ξαA are in principle allowed.
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In particular, if we choose i = 4, any SUSY configuration for diagonal moduli of the
previously discussed orbifold truncation, would vanish along this direction if the non-
diagonal moduli are set to zero and the JI (3.8) are satisfied. Such a configuration is
guaranteed to correspond to a vacuum of N = 4. Moreover, in this situation it can be
checked that the shift matrices in the remaining three directions 1, 2, 3 (which we label
with indices i, j, k), namely
Akk1 = −
3
2
i eK/2 W (−T¯j ,−U¯j) ∀j 6= k , (3.26)
Akk2 =
3
2
i eK/2 W (−S¯,−T¯j ,−U¯j) ∀j 6= k , (3.27)
A¯ i2aj (γ¯
a)ij =
i
2
eK/2 W (−U¯i,−T¯k) ∀k 6= j , (3.28)
A¯ 42ai (γ¯
a)4i =
i
2
eK/2 W (−U¯j ,−T¯k) ∀j , ∀k 6= i , (3.29)
A¯ i2ak (γ¯
a)j4 =
i
2
ǫkije
K/2 W (−U¯i, −T¯i) ∀l 6= k , (3.30)
A¯ 42ak (γ¯
a)ij =
i
2
ǫkije
K/2 W (−U¯m, −T¯l) ∀l , ∀m 6= k , (3.31)
are generically non vanishing and, thus, only one supersymmetry is generically preserved
by the solution. Of course, one should explicitly check whether these components vanish
or not. The former case would correspond to a solution that spontaneously breaks SUSY
to 1 < N < 4. We will present some explicit examples of spontaneous N = 4 → 1
breaking below.
3.3 Including sources
From a string perspective, part of the constraints (3.8) correspond to consistency con-
ditions such as Bianchi identities or tadpole cancellation. In the presence of localized
sources, they are expected to receive contributions and be non vanishing. So far, the only
localized source that we have considered is the O3 plane. The orientifold breaks N = 8
to N = 4, and (before taking the orbifold projection) no further breaking is produced
if arbitrary numbers of D3-branes are incorporated in the setup. This is reflected in the
fact that the condition
1
2 · 3! F˜
abcHabc = ND3/O3 (3.32)
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is not a constraint of N = 4 supergravity [13] but F˜ abcHabc = 0 is a constraint of N = 8
[5] (we will come back to this point in the next section).
Let us recall the construction of the scalar potential arising in IIB orbifolds when only
RR and NSNS 3-form fluxes and D3-branes are present. This will give us some insight
on the role of branes in the relation between string compactifications and truncations of
gauged supergravity.
The IIB supergravity action in D = 10 written in standard notation [23] is
SIIB = SCS + Sloc +
1
16G210
∫
d10x e10
{
e−2φ
[
R10 + 4(∂φ)
2
]− 1
2
F 2(1) (3.33)
− 1
2· 3!G(3)·G(3) −
1
4· 5!F˜
2
(5)
}
,
where the Chern-Simons and localized sources terms contribute
SCS =
1
8iG210
∫
eφ C(4) ∧G(3) ∧G(3) , (3.34)
Sloc = −T3
∫
d4x e4 e
−φ + µ3
∫
M4
C(4) , T3 = µ3 , (3.35)
and the RR 5-form satisfies the self-duality condition
F˜(5) = dC(4) − 1
2
C(2) ∧H(3) + 1
2
B(2) ∧ F(3) , F˜(5) = ∗F˜(5) . (3.36)
When D3/O3 sources are present, the Bianchi identity for F˜(5) becomes
F(3) ∧H(3) = 2 G210 T3 ρloc3 ↔
1
2 · 3! F˜
abcHabc = ND3/O3 . (3.37)
Replacing the expectation values of the fields and their respective fluxes, and taking the
internal manifold to be T 6/Z2 × Z2, one arrives at
SIIB =
1
16G210
∫
d10x e4 e6
{
e−2φR10 − 1
2· 3!G(3)·G(3)
}
− T3
∫
d4x e4 e
−φ . (3.38)
Using the Bianchi identity (3.37) and performing the integration over the internal space
leads to
SIIB =
V6
16G210
∫
d4x e4 e
−2φR4 − e
−φV6
G210
∫
d4x e4 VN=1 , (3.39)
where
∫
e6 = V6,
VN=1 =
1
16
fαmnpfβqrs
[
1
3
MmqMnrMpsMαβ − 4
9
ǫαβMmnpqrs
]
, (3.40)
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and we have used the dictionary (3.22). Notice that since the only fluxes present in
this example are F3 and H3, (a more general version of this computation is presented in
[10] in the IIA framework) terms involving the metric η cannot appear in the potential
because they necessarily contain non geometric fluxes. Therefore, this proves that this
string compactification in the presence of an arbitrary number of D3-branes gives rise to
a potential with the structure of a truncation of an N = 4 gauged supergravity, provided
the Bianchi identity (3.37) is used. We emphasize that in this case, for any D3/O3 charge,
it preserves N = 4, so this example corresponds to an exact truncation of N = 4 gauged
supergravity.
If SUSY-breaking sources5 (like D7-branes) were introduced together with O3-planes,
their tadpole cancelation conditions would violate the N = 4 constraints, and the scalar
potential would no longer correspond to anN = 4 truncation, but rather to a deformation.
In fact, these objects project out a different set of gravitini than those projected by the
O3-plane, and therefore, including them necessarily breaks supersymmetry partially. This
is reflected in the fact that the consistency conditions of N = 4 supergravity (3.8) force
the D7-brane charges (and also their S-duals) to vanish6. Similarly, the constraints (3.8)
can also be sourced by other SUSY-breaking objects, such as KK-monopoles [24, 25] or
other dual (exotic) objects.
In the presence of such SUSY-breaking sources, the structure of the (super)potential
in terms of gaugings and scalars is formally the same as that of a supergravity truncation,
but in both cases the parameters satisfy different constraints: on the string side, tadpole
conditions allow the inclusion of (SUSY-breaking) brane charges, for example for seven
branes
ND7i = (QF )i , NI7i = (QH + PF )i , NNS7i = (PH)i , (3.41)
while gauged N = 4 supergravity requires that these charges vanish, i.e. ND7i = NI7i =
NNS7i = 0. Therefore, in the presence of SUSY breaking sources, the untwisted sectors of
string compactifications are not truncations of gauged supergravities. They are discrete
5By SUSY-breaking sources we refer to BPS branes, which break half of the supersymmetries.
6Recall that we are restricting to the case n = 0. For n > 0, gauged N = 4 supergravity admits
effective (p, q)7-brane charges when no other SUSY-breaking sources are present [13].
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deformations of truncations, and only at some non-generic points of their parameter space
(when there are no sources) they are exact truncations.
3.4 New constraints from gauged N = 8 supergravity trunca-
tions
Our aim here is to explore flux compactifications with an underlying N = 8 supergravity
theory. Namely, N = 1 compactifications where the untwisted sector is a projection of an
N = 8 supergravity theory. In particular, we are interested in the derivation of possible
new constraints on dual fluxes.
Recall from the previous section that extra constraints are expected. Specifically,
no brane (or orientifold) charge should be allowed at all if N = 8 is to be preserved.
Therefore, besides the N = 4 constraints, we also expect to obtain
1
2 · 3! F˜
abcHabc = ND3/O3 = 0 , (3.42)
ensuring that no D3/O3 charges are present.
A possible strategy to read the constraints on fluxes is to compare the respective
scalar potentials. Namely, we must identify the conditions to impose on the N = 4 scalar
potential so that it coincides with the truncated N = 8 one. From [2, 9] we find
VN=8 = X LABX SPQMAPMBQMLS + 7XQABX BPQMAP , (3.43)
where calligraphic indices A,B, ... span the 56 vector representation of the N = 8 du-
ality group E7 (we refer to [2, 9] for details). The fundamental 56 representation of E7
decomposes under O(6, 6)× SL(2,R) ⊂ E7 as
56 = (12, 2) + (32’, 1) ,
λ =
(
λAα, λs−
)
,
(3.44)
where (greek labels) α = 1, 2 and A = 1, . . . , 12, are the indices that will survive the
projection to N = 4. Thus, in terms of this decomposition, we can write the metric
matrix as
MAP =
MAα, βP MAα, s−
Ms−, Aα Ms−, s−
 , (3.45)
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while the contributions from the gaugings that survive the projection are [8, 19]
X PAB = X PρAαBβ = δρβfPαAB −
1
2
(
δPAδ
ρ
βξαB − δPBδραξβA − δρβηABξPα + ǫαβδPBξδAǫδρ
)
. (3.46)
Replacing them into (3.43), we find (the ξδA terms are not written, for simplicity)
VN=8 = δ
l
βf
L
iABδ
s
κf
S
ρPQM
AαPρMBβQκMLλSσ + 7δ
κ
βf
Q
αABδ
β
κf
B
ρPQM
AαPρ + . . .
= δλβf
L
αABδ
σ
κf
S
ρPQM
AαPρMBβQκMLλSσ + 14f
Q
αABf
B
ρPQM
AαPρ + . . . , (3.47)
where the dots indicate contributions involving indices in the (32’, 1) spinorial represen-
tation that are projected out in the truncation.
In the appropriate basis, the matrix MAαPρ can be written as a product of factors
MαρMAP , withMαρ andMAP the metric matrices defined in (3.2) and (3.3), respectively.
The factors depend on the explicit choice of basis. This is similar to what is explained in
footnote 3.
We finally obtain
VN=8 = δ
λ
βf
L
αABδ
σ
κf
S
ρPQM
α ρMAPMβκMBQMλσMLS + 14f
Q
αABf
B
ρPQM
αρMAP + . . .
= fLαABf
S
ρPQM
α ρMAPMλσMBQMλσMLS + 14f
Q
αABf
B
ρPQM
αρMAP + . . .
= 2fLαABf
S
ρPQM
α ρMAPMBQMLS + 14f
Q
αABf
B
ρPQM
αρMAP + . . . , (3.48)
where we have used that MλσMλσ = δ
λ
λ = 2.
Thus, besides some normalization factors, when compared with the N = 4 scalar
potential, we find that in order for both potentials to match, the following set of quadratic
constraints must be satisfied
fαABCf
ABC
β = 0 , (3.49)
ǫαβfα[ABCfβPQR] = 0 . (3.50)
Interestingly enough, equations (3.50) are the covariant generalization of the tadpole
cancelation condition for D3-branes in the absence of sources, i.e. (3.42). As explained,
this constraint in particular is expected because such localized sources necessarily break
maximal supersymmetry. One can check explicitly through a systematic application of
SL(2,Z)7 transformations over (3.42) that the full set of constraints (3.50) is obtained
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in the orbifolded case. Formally, one could also obtain these constraints from the JI
satisfied by gauge generators in the E7 invariant theory and further projecting to O(6, 6)×
SL(2,R) ⊂ E7. Steps are indicated in [19].
Looking carefully at the scalar potential (3.4), it can be checked that the terms that
cannot be embedded in N = 8 are precisely those that incorporate tree-level mass terms
for the scalars (the remaining terms being interactions). This might find its origin in
the fact that gauged N = 8 supergravity cannot contain tree-level mass terms for scalars
because these belong to the same supermultiplet as the graviton. When supersymmetry
is broken, the graviton multiplet remains massless, but the scalars belonging to the vector
multiplets of N = 4 can develop a mass, and therefore the vanishing mass conditions
(3.49)-(3.50) are not requirements of gauged N = 4 supergravity.
4 Analysis of moduli stabilization
In this section we explore vacuum solutions of untwisted sectors of the Type IIB string
compactifications discussed above. We begin by recalling generalities related to moduli
fixing, mainly focusing on the constraints that fluxes and solutions must satisfy. We ob-
serve that if the only sources allowed to be present in the configuration are D3-branes and
(p, q)7-branes, the constraints favour flux configurations in which magnetic and electric
gaugings are proportional to each other, and we show that in such case complete moduli
fixing cannot be achieved. This allows us to exclude large regions of the parameter space,
and concentrate on models with potentiality to fully stabilize all moduli in string orb-
ifold compactifications. We conclude the section with the analysis of some representative
examples.
4.1 Generalities
4.1.1 Constraints on fluxes and solutions
Consistent searches for minima of the scalar potential require that the fluxes and moduli
satisfy several physical and algebraic constraints. The former include the following list:
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1. The stabilized moduli must satisfy
Re Ti = tx = e
−φRjRj+3RkRk+3 > 0 , (4.1)
Re Ui = ux =
Ri+3
Ri
> 0 , (4.2)
Ri being the radii of the factorized tori in the absence of fluxes. Strictly speaking,
when introducing fluxes the internal space warps and these expressions are expected
to change. We assume that in a large volume scenario, in which the fluxes are
diluted, these constraints hold.
2. The vacuum must be stable (for SUSY configurations this is automatically verified,
see [26] for SUSY-breaking vacua).
3. Solutions to the equations of motion must fall in the perturbative regime (Re S =
e−φ ≫ 1) and the volume of the internal space vol6 = e3φ/2(ReT1 ReT2 ReT3)1/2
should be large, in order for this scenario to be self consistent and not sensitive to
higher order corrections.
4. Other possible physical constraints determined by phenomenology. In particular,
this includes the requirement that all scalars must be massive in the vacuum.
In addition, we know from the previous section that many consistency constraints
must be obeyed by the fluxes, generically taking the form
f
[AB
αP f
CD]P
β = S
ABCD
αβ , (4.3)
ǫαβfABαP f
CDP
β = K
ABCD , (4.4)
ǫαβf [ABCα f
DEF ]
β = T
ABCDEF , (4.5)
fABCα fβABC = Rαβ . (4.6)
We have also discussed in the previous section that embeddings into N = 4 gauged sugra
require
SABCDαβ = 0 , K
ABCD = 0 , (4.7)
and further embeddings into N = 8 gauged sugra must verify
TABCDEF = 0 , Rαβ = 0 . (4.8)
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Many components of these tensors were identified with brane charges. For example, the
O3/D3 charge is given by T 123456, and (p, q)7-brane charges wrapping the 4-cycles abcd are
parameterized by Sabcdαβ , the sub-indices α, β labeling the different types of (p, q)7-branes
(see [13] for details).
In this section we consider deformations of truncated N = 4, 8 gauged supergravities
in the presence of D3-branes and (p, q)7-branes. By deformed N = 4 we mean
SABCDαβ =
SABCDαβ A,B,C,D ≤ 60 otherwise , KABCD = 0 (4.9)
and N = 8 deformations additionally satisfy
TABCDEF =
4 · 3! ·ND3/O3 ABCDEF = 1234560 otherwise , Rαβ = 0 . (4.10)
Of course, other deformations are possible7 but we will not consider them here.
To solve the equations for fluxes we pursue the following strategy. We start with the
following subset of equations mixing the f+ (electric) and the f− (magnetic) sectors:
ǫαβfABαP f
CDP
β = 0 ∀ A,B,C,D (for deformed N = 4, 8) , (4.11)
ǫαβf [ABCα f
DEF ]
β = 0 ∀ ABCDEF 6= 123456 (for deformed N = 8) , (4.12)
and consider the electric and magnetic gaugings respectively as parameters and variables
(they can obviously be interchanged) of a linear system of equations schematically taking
the form
Fij(f+)f j− = 0 , (4.13)
where j is summed over the 64 magnetic fluxes f j− and i labels equations (4.11) and
(4.12). The entries of the matrix Fij are given by the values of the electric fluxes and
are univocally determined by equations (4.11) and (4.12). A given set of non-zero f+
fluxes defines the linear system (4.13), which can then be linearly solved for f−. Finally,
the solution is replaced in the remaining equations, which in general happen to be easily
7For example, in [11] some deformations involving KABCD 6= 0 were considered in the IIA picture.
Such deformations are sourced by KK-monopoles [24, 25, 14].
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solvable. See [27, 28] for interesting group-theoretical approaches to solve some of these
equations.
We would like to point out two general difficulties one encounters when looking for
vacua. First, as can be seen in the superpotential (A.4), when all the fields are rescaled as
φ˜ = iφ, one ends with a superpotential with real-valued coefficients for φ˜. Therefore, it is
only possible to stabilize all φ˜ at complex values when the models have enough structure,
a situation difficult to achieve due to the enormous amount of algebraic constraints on the
fluxes. Second, since (4.11)-(4.12) are antisymmetric (ǫαβfαfβ = 0), most of the solutions
are of the form f+ = αf−. We will show in the next subsection that in such cases it is
impossible to stabilize all the moduli, and thus it will allow us to exclude large regions of
the parameter space.
4.1.2 Exclusion argument for stabilized vacua
In this subsection we present a general result that will have some consequences for mod-
uli fixing. The superpotential (2.14) and the Ka¨hler potential (2.6) have the following
structure
W = (f+I − iSf−I)M I(T, U) , K = − log(S + S¯) + K˜(T, U) , (4.14)
and lead to a scalar potential of the form
V = (Mαβ + iǫαβ)fαIfβJF IJ , (4.15)
where ǫ+− = 1, Mαβ is given in (3.19) and
F IJ = 1
2
eK˜
[
(∂AM
I +M I∂AK˜)K˜
AB¯(∂B¯M¯
J + M¯J∂B¯K˜)− 3M IM¯J + M¯ IMJ
]
. (4.16)
As argued in the previous subsection, the gauged supergravity constraints are solved
in many cases by configurations in which electric and magnetic gaugings are proportional,
i.e. f+I = αf−I with α ∈ R. In such cases, the scalar potential (4.15) becomes
V =
1
sx
(
(α + sy)
2 + s2x
)
Ω , Ω = f−If−JF IJ . (4.17)
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When looking for fixed points, one must focus on its first derivatives, namely
2
sx
(α + sy) Ω = 0 , (4.18)
− 1
s2x
(
(α + sy)
2 − s2x
)
Ω = 0 , (4.19)
1
sx
(
(α + sy)
2 + s2x
)
∂iΩ = 0 . (4.20)
As can be seen, S can only be fixed at S = −iα, which corresponds to a singular value of
the equations. This analysis, based on the axion-dilaton modulus S, can be extended to
the other moduli. In fact, using the spinor formalism, one can write the superpotential
and scalar potential in a more democratic way as
W = i p(a0, . . . , a6) Φa
0,0 . . .Φa
6,6
V = p(a0, ..., a6)p(b0, ..., b6)Ma
0b0
0 ...M
a6b6
6 ; M
ajbj
j =
1
Reφj
 1 Imφj
Imφj |φj|2
 ,
where aj = ±, Φ+,j = i and Φ−,j = φj with φ = (S,T,U) and j = 0, ..., 6. The notation
for parameters explicitly indicates their corresponding weight [13]. Written in this form,
it is easy to see that S is equivalent to any other modulus, and one can therefore conclude
that it is not possible to stabilize all moduli when
p(a0, ...,+, ..., a6) = αj p(a
0, ...,−, ..., a6) , (4.21)
with the + and − signs at the same position j. Pairs of dual fluxes must be present and
independent for moduli fixing.
Moreover, this statement can be further extended for Minkowski vacua. When (4.21)
holds but there is additionally a unique non vanishing p(a0, ...,∓, ..., a6) whose dual
p(a0, ...,±, ..., a6) is zero, then the additional equation W = 0 forces p(a0, ...,∓, ..., a6)
to vanish, thus leading to the previous case. Notice that if the scalar potential is inde-
pendent of a field φi, since all fields appear linearly in the superpotential, in any SUSY
vacuum one would have a vanishing expresion (3.24) and therefore that vacuum is nec-
essarily Minkowski. This is consistent with the fact that when electric and magnetic
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gaugings are proportional, the scalar potential takes the form
V =
α + sy
sx
[
2
sx
(α + sy)Ω
]
− 1
s2x
((α+ sy)
2 − s2x)Ω (4.22)
and it can be seen from the equations of motion (4.18)-(4.20) that any vacuum is neces-
sarily Minkowski, i.e. V = 0.
4.1.3 Excluding regions of the parameter space
Here we apply the results of the previous subsection to identify regions of the parameter
space that are excluded for moduli fixing (i.e. the region in which electric and magnetic
fluxes are proportional). This argument permits to understand why most of the solutions
to the constraints on fluxes are unlikely to fully stabilize moduli.
We restrict to a particular compactification scenario with an additional Z3 symmetry,
mainly because the parameter space is smaller than in the general case and strong con-
clusions can be obtained. Compactifications with Z3 symmetry are probably the most
explored setups for moduli fixing. The conclusions reached in this particular case are
representative of the general setup. The prescription we use is that of [15], namely
(T 2)3 = T 2(1) × T 2(2) × T 2(3) / Z3 : T 2(1) → T 2(2) → T 2(3) → T 2(1) . (4.23)
This identifies some of the moduli Ti → T and Ui → U , and also some parameters
(see Appendix), thus reducing the parameter space and making it simpler to look for
solutions. Also, since it rotates the two-tori, the tadpole cancelation conditions for seven
branes wrapping the three different four-cycles become equal.
We consider separately N = 4 deformations (involving the constraints (4.11)) and
N = 8 deformations (involving (4.11) and (4.12)). The number of equations contained in
(4.13) is much larger in N = 8 than in N = 4, so generically the rank of the F matrix
(4.13) will be bigger. In either case, when the following relation is satisfied
rankF = #magnetic fluxes − 1 , (4.24)
the linear system of equations admits a unique non-trivial solution, namely f+ = αf−,
and the model falls in the exclusion region. In this case, where there is a Z3 symmetry,
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#magnetic fluxes = 24 (if this symmetry is removed #magnetic fluxes = 64). Then, we
must look for models satisfying
rankF < #magnetic fluxes − 1 . (4.25)
• N = 4 deformations. In figure 1 (upper graph) we sketch rankF for all possible sets
of one or two f+ generic parameters
8. When searching for solutions different from
f+ = αf−, the only interesting cases are those in which (4.25) is satisfied. Already
at this stage of the procedure, when only two magnetic parameters are turned on,
a large part of the parameter space is discarded for moduli stabilization in any
vacuum. When adding more non vanishing parameters the situation gets worse
because the rank of F increases and gets closer to the bound (4.24). An explicit
counting shows that more than 95% of the parameter space falls in the exclusion
region. For Minkowski vacua, the exclusion region is even larger because already
when rankF = #magnetic fluxes − 2, the models are not viable for moduli fixing.
• N = 8 deformations. For this case, we sketch rankF in figure 1 (lower graph). Notice
that the excluded region (when only two electric gaugings with generic values are
turned on) is even much larger than in the previous case. We have not found models
surviving the exclusion argument that admit fully stabilized vacua with physically
acceptable values for the moduli. This might find its origin in the fact that the
parent N = 8 theory is massless and all fields are moduli at tree-level. This should
be considered as a limit, the limit of maximal constraints for these kind of models.
In summary, we have shown why it is so difficult to stabilize vacua when the constraints
are imposed. The extreme limit is that in which all N = 8 constraints are considered
in the absence of sources. When sources are added and the number of supersymmetries
reduces, the possibilities for stabilizing vacua increase. In the next section we show some
representative examples of SUSY vacua, in different situations.
8Non-generic values of the parameters can reduce the rank of F . Here we restric to a generic analysis.
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4.2 SUSY vacua
Here we present different examples to illustrate the general results about moduli fixing,
and the possibility to embed string vacua in (deformed) gauged N = 4, 8 supergravity
truncations.
We start with an analysis of Type IIB AdS vacua, restricting to the case in which
only fluxes that are dual to IIA geometric, RR and NSNS fluxes are turned on. We first
consider a well known example [29] arising from a controlled and consistent D = 10 setup.
Then we move to the classification of all allowed isotropic models with IIA-geometric fluxes
satisfying theN = 4, 8 constraints with branes, and exhibit some of the simplest solutions.
Models involving P -fluxes and admitting fully stabilized vacua are also displayed. We also
show how examples that can be embedded in gauged supergravity can be seen as vacua
spontaneously breaking N = 4→ 1 and we discuss further constraints imposed by Freed-
Witten (FW) anomalies [30].
We then consider Minkowski vacua. We argue that when primed fluxes are turned off,
the algebraic constraints generically do not allow stable Minkowski vacua satisfying the
physical constraints. Finally, we display some examples.
4.2.1 Anti de Sitter
The IIB dual of the AdS solution of [29]
Let us reconsider the model introduced in [29], T-dualized to the IIB picture. Interest
in analyzing this case resides in the fact that it can be uplifted to D = 10 as a consistent
supergravity solution in the IIA picture. Additionally, it is known to stabilize some of the
moduli and allows for vanishing brane charges (and therefore exact embeddings in gauged
supergravity).
The model is defined by the superpotential
WAF = e0 + ieiUi − qrUsUt + imU1U2U3 + ih0S − aiUiS − ihiTi − bijTjUi , (4.26)
where the following identification is chosen
qi = −c , ei = e , ai = a , −bii = bji = bi . (4.27)
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The tadpole cancelation conditions required by string theory are given by
ND7i =
1
2
(mhi + bic) , ND3/O3 =
1
2
(h0m− 3ac) (4.28)
and all other constraints are automatically satisfied. The first constraints define the
charge of D7-branes wrapping the 4-cycles ω˜i. If such branes were present ND7i 6= 0, they
would select a different projection from that already determined by the orientifold, and
therefore, even if the orbifold were removed, SUSY would be broken to N < 4. This is
the physical reason why ND7i = 0 is the only constraint to be imposed in order to match
this model with an exact N = 4 truncation. Here we allow for non-vanishing ND7i and
ND3/O3.
This effective theory admits AdS minima provided the fluxes verify
3hka+ h0bk = 0 . (4.29)
The vacuum is isotropic in Ui = U = ux+ iuy. The dilaton and the real part of the Ka¨hler
fields are given purely in terms of the complex structure moduli
sx =
2ux(c−muy)
a
, tix =
3asx
bi
. (4.30)
The corresponding axions, on the other hand, are not entirely fixed9, and determine
massless directions given by
sy(ty, uy) =
3ea + 3c(3h0 − 7auy)− 3muy(3h0 − 8auy)− 3btya
3a2
, (4.31)
ty =
b1t1y
b
=
b2t2y
b
=
b3t3y
b
. (4.32)
Now only the complex structure moduli remain to be stabilized. Two situations can be
distinguished
• For m = 0, the solutions are given by
uy =
h0
3a
, u2x =
1
9c
(
e0 − h0e
a
− h
2
0c
3a2
)
. (4.33)
9As discussed in [31] in the context of Type IIA with D6-branes, massless axions are necessary in some
specific models for certain (potentially anomalous) brane U(1) fields to get a Stu¨ckelberg mass.
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• For m 6= 0, one first has to solve
3h20m(c−muy)− a2(e0m+ uy(10muy − 9c)(16muy − 15c))
+ ah0(45c
2 − 106cmuy −m(e+ 62mu2y)) = 0 (4.34)
and replace the positive solutions into
u2x =
5(h0 − 3auy)(muy − c)
am
. (4.35)
We now want to see if this model can be considered as a deformation of a gauged
N = 4, 8 supergravity truncation. The parameters of this model automatically satisfy the
constraints of the deformed N = 4 supergravity, and can be seen as an exact truncation
of N = 4 supergravity if ND7i = 0, as we already explained. Concerning N = 8, even if
we set ND3/O3 = 0, there is an additional equation that is not satisfied by this solution,
namely
abi = 0 . (4.36)
One would have thought that in the absence of D3/O3 charges this theory could be
regarded as a truncation of an N = 8 gauged supergravity. However surprisingly, the
constraint (4.36) cannot be satisfied by the solution.
We would now like to follow the steps of [14] in order to conceive this solution as a
spontaneous SUSY breaking N = 4 → 1 configuration. To achieve this, one first has to
set ND7i = 0. Then, as explained, instead of truncating the non-diagonal moduli through
orbifolding as described in Section 2, one considers these moduli as dynamical fields, but
provides them with vanishing vacuum expectation values. As explained in Section 3, this
leads to a situation in which the N = 4 shift matrices are exactly equal to the orbifolded
ones, but in this case all the SUSY directions have to be analyzed. Since the above is an
AdS solution of the truncated theory, it will give rise to a non-vanishing A441 direction and
vanishing A442 and A
j
2a4 , and therefore it corresponds to a solution of the parent N = 4
supergravity if ǫ1 = ǫ2 = ǫ3 = 0 and ǫ4 6= 0 are taken. Whether it breaks supersymmetry
or not has to be determined by evaluating the remaning directions (3.31) of the shift
matrices. In particular, we focus on A2, for which (when m = 0)
− i2
3
e−K/2Akk2 ∝
a2
√
b1b2b3
c1/4
(
a2e0 − aeh0 − ch03
) , k = 1, 2, 3 , A442 = 0 . (4.37)
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Since the null space of A2 is 1-dimensional, supersymmetry is broken spontaneously to
N = 1 by this vacuum.
Type IIB isotropic AdS with only IIA-geometric fluxes
Here we explore models without primed fluxes turned on, and without the following
fluxes
h0 = h1 = q2 = q3 = q6 = q7 = pi = 0 , (4.38)
which turn out to be T-dual to non-geometric fluxes in IIA. The only fluxes we are left
with are RR, NSNS and IIA-geometric fluxes, leading to the superpotential
W = −f3+ih3S+3iq1T+3if2U+3h2SU+3q0TU−3q4TU+3q5TU+3f1U2−if0U3 . (4.39)
These models are not only the simplest but also perhaps the most interesting ones because
all the ingredients have a well known interpretation in D = 10, and one could try to
uplift the solutions to fully consistent and under control supergravity configurations. The
equations for fluxes in N = 4 models deformed by branes are
ND3/O3 = ND3 − 16 = 1
2
[f0h3 − 3f1h2] (4.40)
ND7 =
1
2
[f0q1 − f1(q0 − q4 + q5)] (4.41)
0 = h2(q4 − q0) = h2(q0 + q5) = q24 + q0q5 = q25 − q0q4 (4.42)
There are three independent solutions to these equations
1. h2 =
ND3/O3q5
3ND7
, f0 = 0 , q0 = q4 = −q5 , f1 = −2ND7q5
2. h3 =
3f1h2+2ND3/O3
f0
, q1 =
2ND7+f1q5
f0
, q0 = q4 = −q5
3. h3 =
2ND3/O3
f0
, q1 =
2ND7+f1q0
f0
, h2 = q4 = q5 = 0
The deformed N = 8 constraints, which for our specific choice of fluxes read
0 = h2(q5 − q4) , (4.43)
are only automatically satisfied by solutions 3.
Here we would like to display an example of a fully stabilized AdS vacuum with D3
and D7 branes, large volume and small coupling. It is not unique and we only intend to
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show that string vacua of this kind exist. For instance, solutions 2 lead in particular to
the following vacuum
sx = −2i
√
f1
√
f3
3h2
, tx = −2i
√
f1
√
f3
q5
, ux =
i
√
f3
3
√
f1
, (4.44)
with vanishing axions sy = ty = uy = 0. The brane charges in terms of the fluxes read
16−ND3 =
(
3
2
f1 +
5
2
f 22
f3
)
h2 , (4.45)
ND7 = −
(
1
2
f1 +
5
6
f 22
f3
)
q5 . (4.46)
As we mentioned previously, due to the isotropic symmetry, the tadpole cancelation con-
ditions for D7 branes wrapping the three possible four-cycles coincide. Here ND7 indicates
the charge of the D7 branes in each four-cycle. We also point out that this flux config-
uration does not allow to include the S-dual NS7 and I7 branes. The volume and string
coupling are given by
vol6 =
(
3h2
q5
)3/2
, gS =
3ih2
2
√
f1
√
f3
(4.47)
Taking for example f3 = 1, q5 = h2 = 3, f2 = 2 and f1 = −30, one gets a configuration
with ND3 = 121, ND7 = 35, vol6 ∼ 5 and gS ∼ 0.8, and positive real parts of all the
moduli.
On the other hand, taking for example f1 = −15, f2 = 3, f3 = q5 = h2 = 1, one
obtains a configuration with ND3/O3 = ND7 = 0, vol6 ∼ 5 and gS ∼ 0.4. It is interesting
that all brane charges can vanish because it signals the fact that this is a vacuum of an
exact truncation of gauged N = 4 supergravity. Therefore, it could be conceived as an
N = 4 minimum spontaneously breaking N = 4 → 1. In fact, evaluating (4.44) in the
shift matrix A2, generically yields
− i2
3
e−K/2Akk2 =
8f2
√
f3
9
√
f1
− 4f3 + 4
√
f1f
3/2
3
15f2
, k = 1, 2, 3 (4.48)
and it is non vanishing when the solution is plugged in.
Imposing the N = 8 constraint (4.43) implies setting either h2 or q5 to zero, which
is not allowed in this solution and thus it does not correspond to an N = 8 truncation.
However, if we take vanishing fluxes f1 = q0 = q4 = q5 = h2 = 0 in the solutions 2 and 3,
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equation (4.43) is satisfied. In this case, for instance, there is a vacuum where all moduli
are fixed except for a combination of axions, namely
sx = −2
√
5f2
3
√
3f0
f2
h3
, tx = −2
√
5f2
3
√
3f0
f2
q1
, ux =
√
5f2√
3f0
, uy = 0 , h3sy+3q1ty+f3 = 0 .
Then, assigning the values f2 = −5, f0 = −1, q1 = 2 and h3 = 4, one obtains a configu-
ration with ND3/O3 = −14, ND7 = −1, vol6 ∼ 3 and gS ∼ 0.4. Given that in this vacuum
the net charge of 3 and 7-sources is non vanishing, the uplifting of this configuration is
expected to involve D3 and D7-branes as well as O3 and O7-planes. We then see in this
particular example a generic fact of these models: when N = 8 constraints are imposed,
many (would be) stabilized fields become massless, but one can still find vacua satisfying
all other constraints.
Type IIB isotropic AdS with P-fluxes
Models involving P -fluxes are interesting since they have an interpretation in F-theory
[13]. We have found fully stabilized AdS vacua including these fluxes. For instance,
taking non vanishing fluxes f2, q1, h2, h3, p0, p1, p4, p5, the N = 4 constraints are satisfied
if p0 = p4 = −p5. The superpotential is given by
W = 3i(q1T + f2U) + S(ih3 + 3p1T + 3h2U + 3ip0TU) , (4.49)
and it is easy to verify that all the moduli can be stabilized in this model at values
satisfying the physical constraints.
4.2.2 Further constraints
It is well known that, in presence of bulk fluxes, branes could have non trivial FW anoma-
lies [30] and, therefore, certain brane configurations are not allowed. In a Type IIB setting,
with magnetized branes, Chern-Simons couplings on the worldvolume of the branes lead
to the gauging of certain RR axionic scalars under D-brane U(1) gauge symmetries. In
[31] (see also [32, 25, 33]) it was suggested that FW constraints could be understood as
the requirements needed to ensure invariance of the effective superpotential under shifts
of the U(1) gauged axionic scalars. Also in [13] (where only magnetized 7-branes were
considered), FW anomalies were shown to arise as JI of the algebra involving both, the
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closed string and the open string generators associated to U(1) gauge fields on the brane
worldvolume. FW constraints must be taken into account when dealing with specific
models involving magnetized branes [34].
Generically, the topological information of a set of Na D-branes is encoded in six
integers (nia, m
i
a): m
i
a is the number of times that the D-branes wrap the i
th T2 and nia
denotes the units of magnetic flux in that torus. This notation allows us to describe
different types of branes (D9, D7, etc.) [35]. Absence of anomalies imposes restrictions
on these integers.
As an example, let us revisit the model (4.39) displayed above. For a generic (non
isotropic) superpotential, FW contraints read (see for instance [31])
− h0ca0 + hicai = 0 , (4.50)
aic
a
0 + bijc
a
j = 0 , (4.51)
which in the isotropic case reduce to
h3c
a
0 + q1(c
a
1 + c
a
2 + c
a
3) = 0 , (4.52)
−h2ca0 − q0ca1 + q4ca2 − q5ca3 = 0 , (4.53)
−h2ca0 − q5ca1 − q0ca2 + q4ca3 = 0 , (4.54)
−h2ca0 + q4ca1 − q5ca2 − q0ca3 = 0 , (4.55)
with ca0 = m
1
am
2
am
2
a, c1 = m
1
an
2
an
2
a, c2 = n
1
am
2
an
2
a, c3 = n
1
an
2
am
2
a.
Using the conditions q0 = q4 = −q5 for solutions 1 and 2 above, we easily see that
q0 6= 0 implies
ca1 = c
a
2 = c
a
3 = c
a , (4.56)
ca0
ca
=
q0
h2
= −3q1
h3
, (4.57)
for every stack of Na branes. Interestingly enough, when looking at the “intersection
number” of two sets a and b of D-branes, namely
Iab =
3∏
i=1
(
niam
i
b −mianib
)
, (4.58)
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we find that these strong constraints lead to Iab = 0, the spectrum being non chiral. A
similar situation arises for solution 3. Here if q0 6= 0 then all coefficients ca must vanish.
Thus, we conclude that a chiral spectrum requires q0 = 0, and in this case we have seen
that some linear combination of axion fields remains unfixed.
Actually, this at first sight unpleasant result is useful. As noted in [31] (in the Type
IIA picture), these axions could be helpful to eliminate anomalous U(1) when looking for
a chiral spectrum.
4.2.3 Minkowski
No fully stabilized isotropic Minkowski vacuum with only F,H,Q and P fluxes
Here we show that generically, fully stabilized Minkowski vacua cannot be achieved in
the absence of primed fluxes10. In [16], simple models of Minkowski vacua were found with
F,H,Q and P fluxes, which were only constrained by JI in the presence of branes. Other
restrictions such as the antisymmetric constraints were not considered, and it can be
checked that those conditions can only be satisfied for non vanishing KABCD. Therefore,
one expects the D = 10 uplifting of those vacua to involve exotic objects [24]. In the case
that we are considering, we now show that it is not possible to stabilize all moduli with
non-vanishing real components in a Minkowski vacuum when only F,H,Q and P fluxes
are present. Clearly, since a Minkowski vacuum was found in [16], the proof must involve
both the constraints and the structure of the superpotential. The only three facts needed
to prove our statement are:
1. One can explicitly see in figure 1 that the antisymmetric constraints q2 = q3 = q4 =
q5 = p2 = p3 = p4 = p5 = 0 must generically be imposed to find SUSY Mkw vacua.
2. The superpotential has the structure
W = F (U) +H(U)S +Q(U)T + P (U)ST (4.59)
10In orientifolds with SU(3)×SU(3) structure, it was shown in [36] that it is impossible to stabilize all
the moduli in a supersymmetric Minkowski vacuum without non-geometric fluxes.
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and the Minkowski SUSY equations are
H(U) + P (U)T = 0 (4.60)
Q(U) + P (U)S = 0 (4.61)
F (U) +Q(U)T = F (U) +H(U)S = 0 (4.62)
F ′(U) +H ′(U)S +Q′(U)T + P ′(U)ST = 0 (4.63)
Since T, S 6= 0, one can verify from (4.60)-(4.62) that in the vacuum either F,H,Q
and P all vanish or are non zero. In the former case, only one equation (4.63) is left
to stabilize T and S, so there will necessarily be at least one modulus. Therefore,
all terms should be non vanishing.
3. Q(U) and P (U) are given by
Q(U) = 3i(q1− iq0U−q6U2+ iq7U3) , P (U) = 3(p1− ip0U−p6U2+ ip7U3). (4.64)
When only two terms of each -differing by a power of U - are present, and the
parameters of Q are proportional to those of P , it is impossible to stabilize the real
part of some modulus away from the origin. For example in the case q0 = q1 = p0 =
p1 = 0 one can verify that when p6/q6 = p7/q7,
∂TW = Q(U) + SP (U) =
3
q7
U2(−q6 + iq7U)(p7S + iq7) = 0 (4.65)
and then, the real part of S or U is forced to vanish. This is trivially generalized to
all the cases.
Combining these three facts it can readily be shown that it is impossible to fully stabilize
vacua in Minkowski with all real moduli non-vanishing. In fact, when primed fluxes are
set to zero, together with the fluxes of point 1, it is easy to verify that the solutions to the
constraints impose that either F,H,Q or P vanish, or Q and P fall in the case mentioned
in point 3.11
This of course does not mean that there are no Minkowski vacua, and in fact there
are plenty degenerate vacua of this type. To look for partially stabilized susy Minkowski
11There is a unique model that avoids this exclusion argument, but it does not stabilize the moduli
properly.
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minima, it is convenient to consider only non-primed electric gaugings. This implies,
on the one hand, that the constraints (3.49) and (3.50) are automatically satisfied, and
on the other, that the vacuum will necessarily be Minkowski and have a continuous
degeneracy in the axion-dilaton direction. We have pointed out that due to the structure
of the superpotential, in general the fields are stabilized at purely imaginary values. To
overcome this difficulty, we set to zero all the terms involving an even number of fields.
This ensures that all the parameters in the superpotential are real, and allows for real
VEV of the Ka¨hler and complex structure moduli. After imposing the constraints we are
left with the following superpotential
W = 3f2U − f0U3 + T (3q1 − 3q3U2) . (4.66)
This model has D7-branes and vanishing ND3/O3
ND7 =
1
2
[f0q1 + f2q3] , ND3/O3 = 0 . (4.67)
In particular, for f0 = 3f2q3/q1, it admits minima with the following moduli
T = − f2√
q1
√
q3
, U =
√
q1√
q3
, ∀S . (4.68)
As we anticipated, since W does not depend on S, its Kahler derivatives with respect
to S are proportional to the superpotential itself, so every SUSY vacua is necessarily
Minkowski. Let us finally point out that this solution can lie in the large volume and
small coupling regimes by suitable choices of the parameters, and consistency of the
solution requires non vanishing ND7.
5 Summary and outlook.
Compactifications of string theory to D = 4 can preserve different amounts of supersym-
metries. The paradigm of low scale physics has been to construct N = 1 effective theories
in which supersymmetry is spontaneously or dynamically broken at low energies. This
can be realized in compactifications on Calabi-Yau manifolds, or alternatively on spaces
with reduced holonomy in which the large supersymmertic structure is explicitly broken
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by projections. In this case, the effective theory is a truncation of the parent theory, and
one expects that it inherits many of the original characteristic features.
In this work we have focused on Type IIB toroidal compactifications in which super-
symmetry is broken from N = 8 to N = 4 by an orientifold projection incorporating
O3 planes. In addition, supersymmetry is further broken to N = 1 by a Z2 × Z2 orb-
ifold projection, where the structure group is enhanced to SU(3) at the fixed points.
The untwisted sector of the resulting theory is given by direct truncation of the parent
N = 4 theory, so it is expected to match some N = 4 gauged supergravity truncation.
We have clarified the connection between these string orbifolds and gauged supergravity
truncations.
We established the full dictionary between the scalar sector of gauged supergravity
and the moduli space of the string orbifold (3.18) and, by extending the results of [13],
we determined the complete connection between fluxes and gaugings (3.22). Then, we
analyzed the SUSY variations of the fermions in gauged supergravity, which are param-
eterized by the so-called shift matrices (3.12). These matrices fix the structure of the
scalar potential (3.4) and the amount of supersymmetry preserved by the vacuum (3.25).
We applied the orbifold projection on the shift matrices and recovered the effective Type
IIB superpotential (2.14) and the scalar potential obtained from it. This complements
the results of [13], where the complete set of constraints on fluxes in the string side were
shown to exactly match the gauged supergravity consistency conditions for gaugings (3.8).
We have extended the analysis so as to include branes in this setup. A brief com-
putation shows that when these sources are present, the structure of the effective scalar
potential remains unaltered in the untwisted sector. However, branes source the tadpole
cancelation conditions of string theory, and in many cases break the exact matching with
the quadratic constraints of gauged supergravity. Such is the case of D7 branes, which
project out a different combination of gravitini than the orientifold planes and break
N = 4 explicitly. Therefore, even if the effective theory looks like a gauged supergravity
truncation in the presence of branes, strictly speaking it is not. Rather, it is a deformation
that corresponds to an exact truncation when no SUSY-breaking sources are present.
We have also obtained additional constraints on fluxes by comparing the scalar poten-
tials of gauged N = 4 and N = 8 supergravities (3.49)-(3.50). Such constraints include
the tadpole cancelation condition stating that no D3/O3 sources or any of their duals
should be present. From a D = 4 perspective, such constraints seem to correspond to a
cancelation of the scalar masses required by N = 8 consistency.
Having collected the full set of constraints that one expects in these string truncations,
we addressed the problem of moduli fixing. The rich structure of the superpotential
(2.14) is highly constrained by the consistency requirements. We have seen that in most
models the constraints force a proportionality between electric and magnetic gaugings, and
showed that it is not possible to stabilize all moduli in such case. With this argument, we
were able to exclude large regions of the parameter space and focus on models which have
potentiality for full moduli fixing. We displayed some examples of AdS and Minkowski
SUSY vacua, analyzed their N = 4, 8 origin, and also discussed the possibility that they
spontaneously break N = 4 → 1. Some of the examples have all moduli stabilized in
a vacuum with (or without) branes in large compactification volume and small coupling
regimes. In a subset of AdS vacua, we have explicitly shown that, as observed in [31], a
chiral spectrum is connected with the presence of unfixed axions.
Note added: Soon after this paper appeared in the arXiv, we received the preprint
[37], having some overlap with parts of our work. See also the more recent paper [38].
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A Constraints and superpotential.
Here we would like to compile the explicit form of the constraints and superpotential, and
link the different notations used for the fluxes and the parameters.
The gauge algebra has the form[
Xa, Xb
]
= −F˜ abpZp +Qabp Xp
[
X¯a, X¯b
]
= −H˜abpZ¯p + P abp X¯p
[Xa, Zb] = Q
′a
bpX
p −Qapb Zp
[
X¯a, Z¯b
]
= P ′abpX¯
p − P apb Z¯p
[Za, Zb] = −F ′abpXp +Q′pabZp
[
Z¯a, Z¯b
]
= −H ′abpX¯p + P ′pabZ¯p
[
Xa, X¯b
]
= Qabp X¯
p − F˜ abpZ¯p = P abp Xp − H˜abpZp[
X¯a, Zb
]
=
[
Xa, Z¯b
]
= Q′abpX¯
p −Qapb Z¯p = P ′abpXp − P apb Zp[
Za, Z¯b
]
= −F ′abpX¯p +Q′pabZ¯p = P ′pabZp −H ′abpXp (A.1)
The last equalities are enforced to ensure antisymmetry of the commutators, and imply
the following “antisymmetry constraints” for fluxes (3.8)
Q′pabP
′l
cp − P ′pabQ′lcp + F ′pabP lpc −H ′pabQlpc = 0
P ′pabF
′
clp −Q′pabH ′clp − F ′pabP ′pcl +H ′pabQ′pcl = 0
Q′pabP
cl
p − P ′pabQclp + F ′pabH˜clp −H ′pabF˜ clp = 0
Qpba P
′l
cp − P pba Q′lcp +Q′bpaP lpc − P ′bpaQlpc = 0
Qpba P
cl
p − P pba Qclp +Q′bpaH˜clp − P ′bpaF˜ clp = 0
F˜ pabP clp − H˜pabQclp +Qabp H˜clp − P abp F˜ clp = 0 (A.2)
Using these equations, the Jacobi identities for the full set of fluxes can be written as
Q′p[abQ
′l
c]p + F
′
p[abQ
lp
c] = 0 Q
′p
[abF
′
c]lp + F
′
p[abQ
′p
c]l = 0
Q′p[abP
′l
c]p + F
′
p[abP
lp
c] = 0 Q
′p
[abH
′
c]lp + F
′
p[abP
′p
c]l = 0
P ′p[abP
′l
c]p +H
′
p[abP
lp
c] = 0 P
′p
[abH
′
c]lp +H
′
p[abP
′p
c]l = 0
F ′pabF˜
clp +Q′pabQ
cl
p −Qpc[aQ′lb]p −Q′cp[aQlpb] = 0
F ′pabH˜
clp +Q′pabP
cl
p −Qpc[aP ′lb]p −Q′cp[aP lpb] = 0 (A.3)
H ′pabH˜
clp + P ′pabP
cl
p − P pc[a P ′lb]p − P ′cp[aP lpb] = 0
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Q
[bc
p Q
l]p
a −Q′[bpaF˜ cl]p = 0 F˜ p[abQc]lp +Q[abp F˜ c]lp = 0
P
[bc
p Q
l]p
a −Q′[bpaH˜cl]p = 0 F˜ p[abP c]lp + Q[abp H˜c]lp = 0
P
[bc
p P
l]p
a − P ′[bpa H˜cl]p = 0 H˜p[abP c]lp + P [abp H˜c]lp = 0
The superpotential explicitly reads
W = e0 − i
3∑
i=1
hiTi +
1
2
∑
l 6=m6=n
h′lTmTn + ie
′
0T1T2T3
+
(
ih0 −
3∑
i=1
fiTi − i
2
∑
l 6=m6=n
f ′lTmTn − h′0T1T2T3
)
S
+
3∑
i=1
[(
− ai + i
3∑
j=1
gijTj − 1
2
∑
l 6=m6=n
g′ilTmTn + ia
′
iT1T2T3
)
S
+ iei −
3∑
j=1
bijTj − i
2
∑
l 6=m6=n
b′ilTmTn − e′iT1T2T3
]
Ui
+
1
2
∑
r 6=s 6=t
[(
ia¯r +
3∑
j=1
g¯rjTj +
i
2
∑
l 6=m6=n
g¯′rlTmTn − a¯′rT1T2T3
)
S
− qr + i
3∑
j=1
b¯rjTj − 1
2
∑
l 6=m6=n
b¯′rlTmTn + iq
′
rT1T2T3
]
UsUt
+
[
−
(
h¯0 + i
3∑
j=1
f¯jTj − 1
2
∑
l 6=m6=n
f¯ ′lTmTn + ih¯
′
0T1T2T3
)
S
+ im+
3∑
j=1
h¯jTj +
i
2
∑
l 6=m6=n
h¯′lTmTn −m′T1T2T3
]
U1U2U3 . (A.4)
The connection between these parameters and the IIB fluxes can be read from Table 1.
We also refer to the original literature [16, 13] for additional details on the notation, in
particular for links with IIA and Type I fluxes.
Finally, we display the N = 8 constraints (for simplicity when only F,H,Q and P
fluxes are turned on)
F˜ pqrHpqr = 0 , HpqaQ
pq
b − FpqaP pqb = 0 , σˆpqP p[a[c Qb]qd] = 0 , σˆ = iσ2 ⊗ 13 (A.5)
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B Useful formulas.
Vector indices of SU(4) are raised and lowered with complex conjugation, as vi = (v
i)∗.
On the other hand, SO(6) vectors can be conveniently described through antisymmetric
tensors νij subject to the pseudo-reality constraint
νij = (ν
ij)∗ =
1
2
ǫijklν
kl , (B.1)
with scalar product
νmνm =
1
2
ǫijklν
ijνkl . (B.2)
Being {e1, . . . , e6} the canonical basis of SO(6), then the corresponding basis of SU(4) is
given by
e1 ↔ (γ1)ij = i
2
σ2 ⊗ σ1 , e2 ↔ (γ2)ij = − i
2
σ2 ⊗ σ3 , e3 ↔ (γ3)ij = i
2
1⊗ σ2 ,
e4 ↔ (γ4)ij = −1
2
σ1 ⊗ σ2 , e5 ↔ (γ5)ij = −1
2
σ1 ⊗ 1 , e6 ↔ (γ6)ij = 1
2
σ3 ⊗ σ2 .
And we can rewrite the coset representative as
νM = ν Mm e
m ↔ ν Mm (γm)ij . (B.3)
Also the basis matrices have the following useful properties
Tr[γi1γ
∗
i2
γi3γ
∗
i4
] =
1
4
(δi1i2δi3i4 − δi1i3δi2i4 + δi1i4δi2i3) , (B.4)
Tr[γ∗i1γi2γ
∗
i3
γi4γ
∗
i5
γi6] = −
i
16
ǫi1i2i3i4i5i6 −
1
16
[δi1i2δi3i4δi5i6 − δi1i2δi3i5δi4i6 + δi1i2δi3i6δi4i5 −
δi1i5δi3i4δi2i6 + δi1i6δi3i4δi2i5 − δi1i3δi2i4δi5i6 +
δi1i4δi2i3δi5i6 + δi1i3δi2i5δi4i6 − δi1i3δi2i6δi4i5 −
δi1i5δi2i3δi4i6 + δi1i6δi2i3δi4i5 − δi1i4δi2i5δi3i6 +
δi1i4δi2i6δi3i5 + δi1i5δi2i4δi3i6 − δi1i6δi2i4δi3i5 ] ,
that allow to link the expressions (3.4) and (3.13) of the scalar potentials.
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Figure 1: The rank of F is represented when one or two generic electric gaugings are
turned on in the N = 4 (upper graph) and N = 8 (lower graph) constraints. Yellow
points are excluded for moduli stabilization because rankF = #magnetic fluxes−1 = 23.
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Table 1: Dictionary between the different notations adopted for the flux parameters.
F param Z3 H param Z3 F
′ param Z3 H ′ param Z3
F123 = −F˜ 456 −m f0 H123 h¯0 h0 F ′123 m′ f ′0 H ′123 −h¯′0 h′0
F423 = F˜
156 −q1 f1 H423 −a¯1 h1 F ′423 −q′1 f ′1 H ′423 a¯′1 h′1
F153 = F˜
426 −q2 f1 H153 −a¯2 h1 F ′153 −q′2 f ′1 H ′153 a¯′2 h′1
F126 = F˜
453 −q3 f1 H126 −a¯3 h1 F ′126 −q′3 f ′1 H ′126 a¯′3 h′1
F156 = −F˜ 423 e1 f2 H156 −a1 h2 F ′156 −e′1 f ′2 H ′156 −a′1 h′2
F426 = −F˜ 153 e2 f2 H426 −a2 h2 F ′426 −e′2 f ′2 H ′426 −a′2 h′2
F453 = −F˜ 126 e3 f2 H453 −a3 h2 F ′453 −e′3 f ′2 H ′453 −a′3 h′2
F456 = F˜
123 −e0 f3 H456 h0 h3 F ′456 e′0 f ′3 H ′456 −h′0 h′3
Q param Z3(
Q234 Q
31
5 Q
12
6
)
−
(
h1 h2 h3
)
q1
−Q231 Q345 Q426
Q534 −Q312 Q156
Q264 Q
61
5 −Q123


b11 b12 b13
b21 b22 b23
b31 b32 b33

bii = −q0
b12 = b23 = b31 = q4
b13 = b21 = b32 = −q5(
Q561 Q
64
2 Q
45
3
)
−
(
h¯1 h¯2 h¯3
)
q7
−Q564 Q612 Q153
Q261 −Q645 Q423
Q531 Q
34
2 −Q456


b¯11 b¯12 b¯13
b¯21 b¯22 b¯23
b¯31 b¯32 b¯33

b¯ii = −q6
b¯12 = b¯23 = b¯31 = −q3
b¯13 = b¯21 = b¯32 = q2
Q′ param Z3(
Q′156 Q
′2
64 Q
′3
45
)
−
(
h′1 h
′
2 h
′
3
)
q′7
−Q′465 Q′216 Q′351
Q′162 −Q′546 Q′324
Q′135 Q
′2
43 −Q′654


b′11 b
′
12 b
′
13
b′21 b
′
22 b
′
23
b′31 b
′
32 b
′
33

b′ii = q
′
6
b′12 = b
′
23 = b
′
31 = q
′
3
b′13 = b
′
21 = b
′
32 = −q′2(
Q′432 Q
′5
13 Q
′6
21
)
−
(
h¯′1 h¯
′
2 h¯
′
3
)
−q′1
−Q′123 Q′534 Q′642
Q′453 −Q′231 Q′615
Q′426 Q
′5
61 −Q′312


b¯′11 b¯
′
12 b¯
′
13
b¯′21 b¯
′
22 b¯
′
23
b¯′31 b¯
′
32 b¯
′
33

b¯′ii = −q′0
b¯′12 = b¯
′
23 = b¯
′
31 = q
′
4
b¯′13 = b¯
′
21 = b¯
′
32 = −q′5
46
P param Z3(
P 234 P
31
5 P
12
6
)
−
(
f1 f2 f3
)
p1
−P 231 P 345 P 426
P 534 −P 312 P 156
P 264 P
61
5 −P 123


g11 g12 g13
g21 g22 g23
g31 g32 g33

gii = −p0
g12 = g23 = g31 = p4
g13 = g21 = g32 = −p5(
P 561 P
64
2 P
45
3
)
−
(
f¯1 f¯2 f¯3
)
p7
−P 564 P 612 P 153
P 261 −P 645 P 423
P 531 P
34
2 −P 456


g¯11 g¯12 g¯13
g¯21 g¯22 g¯23
g¯31 g¯32 g¯33

g¯ii = −p6
g¯12 = g¯23 = g¯31 = −p3
g¯13 = g¯21 = g¯32 = p2
P ′ param Z3(
P ′156 P
′2
64 P
′3
45
)
−
(
f ′1 f
′
2 f
′
3
)
p′7
−P ′465 P ′216 P ′351
P ′162 −P ′546 P ′324
P ′135 P
′2
43 −P ′654


g′11 g
′
12 g
′
13
g′21 g
′
22 g
′
23
g′31 g
′
32 g
′
33

g′ii = p
′
6
g′12 = g
′
23 = g
′
31 = p
′
3
g′13 = g
′
21 = g
′
32 = −p′2(
P ′432 P
′5
13 P
′6
21
)
−
(
f¯ ′1 f¯
′
2 f¯
′
3
)
−p′1
−P ′123 P ′534 P ′642
P ′453 −P ′231 P ′615
P ′426 P
′5
61 −P ′312


g¯′11 g¯
′
12 g¯
′
13
g¯′21 g¯
′
22 g¯
′
23
g¯′31 g¯
′
32 g¯
′
33

g¯′ii = −p′0
g¯′12 = g¯
′
23 = g¯
′
31 = p
′
4
g¯′13 = g¯
′
21 = g¯
′
32 = −p′5
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